Geometry	Chapter 10
Lesson 10-5

Example 1  Find Lengths
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 is tangent to circle O at point Z. Find x.	file_1.png
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Because the radius is perpendicular to the tangent at the
point of tangency, file_3.unknown
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. This makes OZA a right
angle and OZA a right triangle. Use the Pythagorean 
Theorem to find x.
	(OZ)2 + (AZ)2	= (OA)2 	Pythagorean Theorem
	x2 + 142	= 17.52	OZ = x, AZ = 14, OA = 17.5
	x2 + 196	= 306.25	Simplify.
	x2	= 110.25 	Subtract 196 from each side.
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10.5 	Take the square root of each side.

Because x is the length of file_6.unknown
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, ignore the negative result. Thus, x = 10.5.


Example 2  Identify Tangents
a.	Determine whether file_7.unknown
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 is tangent to circle A.	file_8.png
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	First determine whether ACB is a right triangle
by using the converse of the Pythagorean Theorem.



	(AC)2 + (CB)2	?  (AB)2	Converse of Pythagorean Theorem
	(16.5)2 + (22)2	?  (26.5)2	AC = 16.5, CB = 22, AB = 16.5 + 10 or 26.5
	756.25	≠ 702.25	Simplify.

	Because the converse of the Pythagorean Theorem did not prove true in this case, ACB is not a right triangle.
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 is not tangent to circle A.

b.	Determine whether file_11.unknown
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 is tangent to circle H.	file_12.png
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	Since GH = IH, HJ = 18 + 12 or 30 units.
	(GH)2 + (GJ)2	?  (HJ)2	Converse of Pythagorean Theorem
	(18)2 + (24)2	?  (30)2	GH = 18, GJ = 24, HJ = 30
	900	=  900	Simplify.

	Because the converse of the Pythagorean Theorem is true, ∆HGJ is a right triangle and HGJ is a right angle. Thus, file_14.unknown
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, making file_16.unknown
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 a tangent to circle H.



Example 3  Congruent Tangents
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appear tangent to circles are tangent.
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 are drawn from the same exterior point 
and are tangent to circle A, so file_21.unknown
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are drawn from the same exterior point and are tangent 
to circle B, so file_25.unknown
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. By the Transitive Property, file_27.unknown
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.

	MP	= OP	Definition of congruent segments
	3x - 5	= 35 - 2x	Substitution
	5x - 5	= 35	Add 2x to each side.
	5x	= 40	Add 5 to each side.
	x	= 8	Divide each side by 5.


Example 4  Triangles Circumscribed About a Circle
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Triangle SCW is circumscribed about circle A. Find the 	
perimeter of SCW if WT = 0.5(BC).
Use Theorem 10.11 to determine the equal measures. 
BC = MC = 26, MS = ST = 15, and WB = WT.
We are given that WT = 0.5(BC), so WT = 0.5(26) or 13.
P	= BC + MC + MS + ST + WT + WB	Definition of perimeter
	= 26 + 26 + 15 + 15 + 13 + 13 or 108	Substitution

The perimeter of SCW is 108 units.

